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iUniverse, United States, 2006. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.While vacationing on the island of Hawaii, twelve-
year-old Ian McKinley purchases a souvenir paperweight made of volvanic rock. When he meets
Kalea Coe, the daughter of a local hotel manager, she tells him the strange tale of Pele, the
mysterious volcano goddess. From then on, back luck seems to follow Ian and his family like a
shadow. First, Ian pinches his finger; then his father scrapes his hand on a rock in a koi pond. His
new stepmother loses an earring. Ian finds out that Kalea s great-grandmother fears Pele--and for
good reason: Kalea s father, the hotel manager, accidentally unleashed Pele s wrath on his
grandmother when he stole Pele s lava rocks to make his luau pit. Hoping that an offering will end
the back luck, Ian and Kalea work out a daring plan to return Pele s rocks to the volcano. Will they
be able to appease the goddess of fire before she consumes them in a fiery lava flow?.
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An incredibly wonderful ebook with perfect and lucid explanations. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Tom a s Fla tley-- Tom a s Fla tley

This pdf is great. It really is rally intriguing throgh studying time period. I am just quickly could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a written pdf.
-- Roosevelt B r a un-- Roosevelt B r a un
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